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I-40 Rotor and Turf Cup Kit

Access the top cover screws by prying out the
little covers one at a time. Be careful not to
lose them.

STEP THREE

STEP FOUR
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Remove plastic screw covers

After the screws are exposed you can use a
common phillips head screwdriver to remove.

STEP FIVE

STEP SIX
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Remove both screws.

Once the screws are removed you can now
take off the stock body cap.

STEP SEVEN

STEP EIGHT
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If done properly the riser seal and riser seat
should still be in place.

You can now push on the turf cup body cap,
while it's compressed tighten the screws.

STEP NINE

STEP TEN
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Hold cap whille tightening screws.
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Tighten both screws

STEP ELEVEN
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With both screws tight it's now safe to install
your sod into the turf cup.
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Still not finding the answers?
View more support documents [31]
Hunter Technical Support experts are available to answer your question(s) about Hunter products and their usage. Simply click
on the contact button below to submit an email request.
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